The Singapore Airlines Theatre

A) THE SINGAPORE AIRLINES THEATRE is a venue for major public performances of theatre, music and dance. It has a fore-stage with an orchestra pit, full scenery flying facilities, the latest lighting and sound equipment and dressing rooms.

B) Total Capacity 495 seats

STAGE SPECIFICATIONS

FLOOR

Black painted Weathertex (similar to tempered Masonite) stage floor.

MAIN STAGE

Depth from Downstage edge (Setting Line) to: Last available Line Set
Rear Stage Loading door
Width from Centreline to: Wall Stage Left
Wall Stage Right First Gallery Stage Left First Gallery Stage Right
Height from stage floor to: Underside of First Gallery
Floor of First gallery Stage Left & Right Floor of Second gallery Stage Left & Right Floor of Third gallery Stage Left & Right Floor of Fourth gallery Stage Left & Right Walking Surface of Grid
11.10m 15.70m
9.70 m 9.90 m 11.25 m 10.70 m
3.00 m 3.15 m 6.10 m 11.40 m 14.70 m 15.53 m

HARD PROSCENIUM

Width Height at Centre Height at Sides

FALSE PROSCENIUM

When fully extended (Minimum width): Height at Centre Height at Sides
14.00 m 6.30 m 6.30 m
11.00 m 6.30 m 6.30 m